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' SUMMARYW

f_

Changes in traction, caused by dents and grooves on a highly po]ished
ball, are investigated as these defects approach and go through sliding
elastohydrodynamic(EHD) point contacts. The contacts are formeO with the
ball loaded against a transparent disk. The ball and thus the topographical
features are held stationary at various locations in the vicinity ariawithin
the contact while the disk is rotating. It is shown that these topographi-
cal features can cause substantial changes in the traction when compared to
traction obtained with snooth surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Some degree of sliding occurs in essentially all concentrated con-
tacts. With the existence of sliding, the contacts are generally subjected
to conditionswhich are more severe than under pure roiling conditions and
thus contact failures are more likely to occur. The presence of sliding in
elastohydrodynamic(EHD) contacts not only results in frictional heat gener-
ation and possible thermal-associatedcontact failures, but it also produces
tangential forces which infiuence both fatigue and skidding failures in rol-
ling element bearings. Furthernmre, the presence of sliding can increase
the micro-EHD action associated with irregularitiesin the contacting sur-
faces [I-3]. This action can change locally the film thickness and pressure
distribution and, therefore, traction in the contact.

For the reasons stated above and because of recent interest in traction

drives, it is important to accurately predict traction in EHU contacts.
_ Most of these predictions in the past have been obtained by considering con-

tacts wher_ full-film EHD conditions existed, i.e., where surface roughness
played a minor )ole [4,5]. Since it is widely recognized that, in practice,
most mechanical elements do not continuously operate under such iU_al con-
ditions, there have been recent efforts to more fully understand the role
surface topography pl_ys in traction developed in EHD contacts [6-8j.

The purpose ot the present work is to report on the effects of surface
irregularities,in the form of dents and grooves, on the traction in sliding
EHD point contacts. In previous investigations[I-3] it was noteO that
these surface irregularitiescould cause large film thickness v_riations in
the vicinity of the irreg_llaritiesas well as throughout the contact. From J,
these film thickness variations, it can be implied that traction could also
change. Even through an exhaustive experimental program has not been con-
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ducted, the results to be presented give some indication as to traction
changes caused by surface irregularitiesas these irregularities approach
and pass through the contact. As in previous investigations [1-3], the con-
tact was formed with a bali loaded against a transparent disk. The irregu-
larities or defects are formed on the ball and held stationary at various
positions in the inlet region and Hertzian region wh_le the disk is
moving. Both film thickness and traction were monitored simultaneously.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND T_ST MATERIALS

Both traction and film thickness were measured by using the optical
.. elastohydrodynamicapparatus described in detail in references [9,10]. The
.= traction between the ball and the disk was obtained by measuring the reac-

tion force on the ball. Film thickness measurements were made by means of

optical interferometry. Details on the film thickness measuring system and
its calibration are described in [11,12]. All measurements were carried out

• at room temperature.
The test materials, includin9 test balls, disk and lubricant, are the

same as those used in [3]. In [1], details are given on the formation of
the artificial defects on the balls.

PROCEDURE

: The surface defects were positioned at various locations in the con-

i junction region and traction data were taken for each location. At the same
time, single-flash photographs were taken of the contact to determine the
film thickness variations downstream of the defects as done in F!]. Stylus

i

I traces through the deepest part of the "undeformed"defects _ere also taken
after the testing program on each defect had been completed. For the fig-
ures which will be presented, the inlet data Jre at the right-hand side of

i the figure and the exit data are at the left-hand side. The defects are
I progressively positioned from the inlet to exit regions.

.! RESULTS :

Stylus traces through the deepest part of a11 the defects studied, ex-
_ cept the longitudinalgroove, are inserted in figures showing the corre-

sponding traction data. Three parameters are used to specify the geometry
-. and position of the defects. The position is specified by X I Xlawhere X i

is the distance from the center of the He_tzian contact to the center
i (deepest part) of dents or the single transversegroove, er to the center )
i (deepest part) of the groove closest to the contact for multiple transverse
I

grooves and "a" is the contact radius. The width of the defects is
; specified by C . cla where c is one-half of the largest width of single

defect or one-half of the average of the largest widths of multiple
transverse grooves. The normalized depth of the defects is specified by the
parameters a = 61ho where 6 is the maximum depth of single defects or the
average maximum depths for mul{ip!e transverse grooves and ho is the
central film thickness based on smooth surfaces. Because most of the
defects have built-up edges, the value of c and 6 are obtained by extending
the smooth-surfaceprofile on both sides of the defect, as indicated in the
top stylus trace insert shown in Fig. 1(a). Also note from this insert that
in approximating the value of c, the rounded euges (left-hand side of the

• defect) are not considered.
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In interpreting all data to be presented, two considerations should be
,I kept in mind. First, the lines connecting any two data points, especially

for dents, do not necessarily r_present actual trends between these points
since more data points might be needed to completely describe changes in

i both film thickness and traction. Second, in some.cases, only approximate
fihn thickness data are given. These approximationsare necessary since

_ film thickness calibration data are only avilable at descreet points which

i correspond to given fringe colors. Occasionally, the colors in the contact
I are in between the colors which represent known film thicknesses and there-

fore educated guesses have to be made as to the actual film thickness. In
addition, it should be enw)hasizedthat the downstream film thickness for the
dents represents the film thickness in a band downstream of the dents. As
in [3], dents considered in this paper to not change the film thickness
throughout the contact. Both traction and film thickness data are normal-
ized on their smooth surface values which are represented by a zero sub-

_I script.

i' The inserteu traces shown in Fig. 1(a) represent dents. The top trace
represents a dent which is geometrically similar to that shown in Figs. 5
and 6 of [3] while the bottom trace represents a dent which is a little

, smaller th_n that shown in Figs. 7 and 8 of [3]. Figure l(a) shows that the
presence of surface dents generally gives a traction f_rce which is above
that obtained for smooth surfaces. A transition from higher to lower trac-
tion is observed when the dents are located at the leading edge of the
Hertzian region (X = i). The dents in this position can change the shape of
tileinlet region and enhance the generation of inlet pressure as implied by
the film thickness data given in Fig. 1(b). From this tigure, it is seen
that with the dents located near X = 1, the film thickness downstream of the
aents can be much larger than the film thickness based on smooth surfaces.
With such large increases in downstream film thickness, the traction force
can even be less than the smooth surface value as indicated in Fig. l(a) for
the largest size dent. However, with dents positioned at any other location
near the inlet and inside the contact, the traction is higher than that
based on smooth surfaces even though, at some points, the downstream film
thickness is larger than the corresponding smooth surface value. Such in-
creases are associatedwith local reductions in film thickness in the vicin-

ity of the dents plus local pressures which can be much higher than the
pressure generated with smooth surfaces. Figure 1 shows that the larger
dent causes more local film thickness reduction ana therefore larger rela-
tive traction forces.

A stylus trace of a relatively shallow groove oriented transversely to
the direction of flow is inserted in Fig. 2(a). The geometry of this groove
is similar to grooves studied in [1-3]. The traction and film thickness
data for this groove are given in Fig. 2. Unlike dents, for which the film
thickness can locally exc._edthe smooth surface value and traction can be

: below the smooth surface values, it is seen that for the groove examined in
this paper, the film thickness is below or equal to the smooth surface value
while the traction is always above the smooth surface value. Note that the

film thickness data given for ho = 0.16 um in Fig. 2(b) seem to inaicate
that, in the range 0 < X < i, the film thickness can be significantly lower
than the smooth surface value. However, as previously stated, the line
drawn in this range does not necessarily represent the actual film thickness
distribution. It is felt that if a data point was available for an X of
approximately0.85, the film thickness distribution for ho I 0.16 _m would
be similar to that for ho = 0.26 um.

3
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OF POOR QUALITY-I

Traction changes associated with a groove oriented longitudinal to the
direction of flow, with C = 0.15 and a = 2.7 (based on ho = 0.26 um), was

.. also investigatedusing the same operating conditions used for the previous
groove (disk velocity = 0.107 m/s, Pmax = 1.1_ x 10 N/m_ and •

i T = 23.3° C). When the groove traversed the ,hole contact, the ratio of the
;, traction under this condition to the traction based on a smooth surface,

F/c , was measured as 1.03. Comparing this traction value to the traction- i 0 o

values for the prevlous transverse groove, it can generally be stated that
under the same operating conditions, transverse grooves cause a larger in-
crease in traction than longitudinal grooves. Such a difference can be ex-
plained by the fact that, with the logitudinal groove, the micro-EHD contri-
bution to traction is less because the variation in surface profile is par-
allel to the fluid flow rather than perpendicular as it is with the
transverse grooves.

The insert shown in Fig. 3(a) shows a stylus trace of three grooves
which are oriented transversely to the direction of flow. The average value
of C for these _,ooves is 0.14 while the average value of a is 2.6 for
ho = 0.16 ,m and 1.6 for ho = 0.26 ,m. Photographs of interference
fringes of the same three grooves as they approach and go through the con-
tact are given in Fig. 19 of [3]. The traction and downstream film thick-
ness data, as functions of the position of the groove nearest the inlet, are
given in Fig. 3. As with the single transverse groove, the film thickness
is always lower, as the grooves enter and go through the contact, than the
film thickness based on smooth surfaces. The increase in traction with the

three grooves, as shown in Fig. 3(a), is relatively large compared with the
i single groove described previously. The change in traction from the smooth

surface value increases as the initial central film thickness decreases.

Note that the same trend is not Seen in Fig. 2(a) where the smaller initial
; central film thickness resulted in a slightly smaller relative traction over
;I most positions of the contact One possible explanation for these different

trends is that the groove useo to obtain the data shown in Fig. 2(a) caused
only minor changes in the downstream film thickness once it entered the con-
tact. Therefore, the slightly lower relative tractions observed in Fig.
2(a) for ho 0.16 um might be caused by increasingly significant thermal
effects, in _he neighborhood of the groove, as the central film thickness is
reduced. The same reasoning cannot be applied to the traction data given in
Fig. 3(a) since the three grooves cause large film thickne_: variations from
the smooth surface value irrespectiveof their location within the contact.

DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this paper has been to provide some data on the
effects of artificially produced surface irregularities such as dents and
grooves on the traction in sliding EHD point contacts.

It should be noted that the traction data presented were obtained under
pure sliding conaitions. The influence of the surface irregularitiesexam-
ined in this paper on traction could not be measured under combined rolling
and sliding conditions because the transient time for these irregularities

._ to pass through the contact is too short relative to the inertia response
time of the traction measurment system. It is well known that only a small

; sliding component is needed for the tracation coefficient to reach its max-
imum value, especially for heavily loaded contacts. If the traction is de-

ll' rived on a micro-level in the same way as the macro-level, it is reasonable
I
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: to assume that the relative change in traction for low slide/roll ratlos
will be similar to pure sliding.

It is shown that relatively small surface irregularitieswhose average
depth is of the order of 0.4 um can increase traction, based on smooth sur-
faces, by 20 to 25 percent. It is interesting to note that, after making
some simplifying assumptions, Tallian [_] predicts a 25 percent increase in
traction for low slide/roll ratios due to pressure ripples for a film thick-
ness to surface roughness ratio of two. These changes are significantcon-
sidering recent interests in accurately predicting traction in traction

I drives. In addition, such changes in traction indicate much larger local-
ized changes in shear stresses which can have significant effects on asper-
ity plastic flow and scuffing in concentrated contacts.

As expected, grooves oriented transversely or longitudinallyto the
direction of flow will increase the traction relative to the smooth surface

value under the same operating conditions. This increase, however, tends to
be larger for transverse grooves than for longitudinal _rooves. Such trends
have also been observed in hydrodynamic lubrication [13]. With dents, it is
possible to obtain traction below the smooth surface value when the dents
are positioned in the inlet region. This decrease is caused by a large

' local film thickness increase in the contact region as a result of a
I favorable modification of the inlet shape. However, this decrease of
I traction tends to be relatively small and it occurs only when the oents are

positioned over a small portion of the contact in the inlet region. Over
I the rest of the contact, traction is larger than the smooth surface value.

The three grooves inserted in Fig. 3(a) have an average depth (measured
from the smooth surface) of approximately0.41 um. Because of their close
spacings, two adjacent grooves also produce sun,its relative to the smooth
surface. The left summit is approximately0.1 um. The average spacing of

: the summits is 44 um while the average slope is 1.7°. The surface topo-
graphy produced by these three grooves is not drastically different from the

! fundamental roughness found in real surfaces [14]. A comparison of a ground
: surface taken from [15] to these grooves is shown in Fig. 4. Since the hor-
: izontal scale is about the same, note that the main structure (waviness) of

the ground surface (indicated by a dashed line) is approximately the same as
that of the three grooves. The ground surface is actually "rougher"

i (o = 0.5 um rlns)than the grooved surface (a = 0.2 _m ms). In addition,
; since the central film thickness (based on smooth surfaces of 0.16 _m and

O.2b um are approximately the same as the heights of the summits, the
lubricationconditions analyzed are not much different that what can be

i expected in practice. Therefore, the traction data presented for the three
, grooves should give a good indication as to the difference between traction

produced by real rough surfaces having approximately the same fundamental
roughness and traction based on smooth surfaces if the operatir_gconditions
are approximately the same.

The changes in traction from the smooth surface value can be considered
to be composed of two components. One of these components results from
changes in the inlet surface geometry as the dents end grooves approach the
inlet region. Such changes lead to lower or higher inlet pressure and film
thickness depending on the position of the defects and their geometr_.
These variations of pressure and film thickenss will influehce traction.
The second component results from micro-EHD pressure generation when the
defects are in the Hertz region. This micro-EHD action redistributes the _
pressure so that the load is mainly supported by the converging regions of
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the defects. This implies higher local pressures, temperature and shear in
these regions resulting in possible asperity plastic f]ow, micro-pitting,
chemical interactionsbetween the surfaces and lubricant and perhaps initia-
tion of scuffing.

CONCLUSIONS

The fo]iowing observations can be made as the result of this study:

I. Wi_h dents, it is possible to have traction lower than the smooth sur-
face va|ue when they are positioned within a narrow range in the inlet
region of the contact. When the dents are positioned throughout the
rest of the contact, traction is a]ways larger than the smooth surface
value.

2. With both transverse and |ongitudinalgrooves, the traction increases
re|ative to the smooth surface value as these defects enter and go
through the contact. Greater increases are observed with transverse
grooves than with longitudinalgrooves.

3. Even with irregularitieshaving an average peaK-to-peak height of ap-
proximately 0.4 um, the traction can be increased by as much as 20 to
25 percent over the smooth surface value.

4. Considering the significant changes in traction causeo by dents and
especially grooves, it can be deduced that much larger changes in lo-
calized shear stresses occur as the result of these defects. These
changes can significantlycontribute to the initiation of scuffing
failures in concentrated contacts.
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